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i am not an affiliate or anything else for faronics, they just sent me the link to this
site and for the last few months ive been trying to contact the owners to get them
to write a post like this. (they dont have a blog). i just wanted to give them some

credit because this website (which i found through the guide on the faronics
website) has some great, practical tools for teachers that ive been using since i first

saw it. concord machines is a learning technology company that is focused on
providing excellent content-centric learning experiences for its customers. this
company provides a variety of solutions, resources, and products for education,

particularly for the tech, arts, and language-focused learning initiatives. the
company was founded in 1997. about 3,200 operations staff (without any onsite

management or safety controls at the plant) had access to the codes for the control
system to automatically stop all reactor functions; and another 6,000 plant staff

were equipped to override the codes. according to the commission: it is clear from
our study that the extremely high level of operating procedure, practice, training,
and regulatory oversight within the plant was not designed to provide, nor did it

provide, the ability to prevent this or any other occurrence. the commission found
little or no indication that the nuclear regulatory commission (nrc) took seriously the

information on the nrc website about security for the control systems, and
particularly the warning “exercise extreme care in the handling and use of codes”.
when the commissioners were told that this warning had been read, at least twice
by operators, the nrc admitted that it was on-site management or the operating

engineers who were responsible for those actions and not nrc staff.
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in the early days, regulations such as the alara principle (as low as reasonably
achievable) and the principle of less is more, were either non-existent or out of
date, and many nuclear technicians not familiar with the importance of these

principles were impressing them upon operations teams; and in many cases they
appeared to be causing the problems and confusions which had been encountered
in the past. [10] commissioners adams and copeland warned that accidents “such
as three mile island present the public and the nuclear industry with major risks

that must be accepted.” [11] and the commissioners went on to state that each of
the attempts to provide more safety represented greater risks and that “by avoiding
these dangers, the public will derive significant benefits from nuclear power.” [12]
sadly, the full report was never released due to carter’s loss of the next election.

but that wasn’t all. the day before president carter left office on january 20, 1979,
he announced that in the future nuclear power plants would come under the

regulatory jurisdiction of the nuclear regulatory commission (nrc). [13] these days it
is hard to find anything printed on the topic of nuclear power. the world

governments are all moving towards renewable sources of energy. so, maybe the
melting of the polar ice caps and the melting of the political bridges are signs that
the world governments need to embrace nuclear power. in the coming months the

nrc will be reviewing 20 very important nuclear power plants. they will soon be
deciding whether or not to extend the licenses of these plants in the united states.
it is a decision that will effect the entire world as these plants generate the much

needed energy we use daily. so lets take the time to support our children,
grandchildren and future generations. let’s work to turn the time of fear into a time

of action. let’s work to bring about change. let’s have the power to meltdowns!
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